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Welcome
It is said that love conquers all, but the
all-consuming emotional state we call
‘love’ is capable of so much more than
that. It stirs our creative spirits, brings us
to our knees, inspires songs and sonnets
and paintings and volumes, and breaks
us into tiny pieces and glues us back
together again with gold adhesive.

At this year’s Festival, we invited a broad
spectrum of authors, journalists, playwrights,
poets, songwriters and artists to share their
passions. There were stories of resilience, of
heartbreak and letting go, of family and
bodies and home. We found ourselves reflected
back in words and on the page, understanding
that this shared experience of being alive can
ultimately be utilised as a powerful connection.
I’m a lover not a fighter; this was always
going to happen. At MWF19 I hope you
heard words and stories that helped
heal you, moved you, made you want
to rise up and grow closer to your fellow
humans. Most of all, of course, we hope
you listened to your heart. It’s trying
to tell you something important.
Marieke Hardy
Artistic Director

Melbourne Writers Festival 2019 was a wondrous
celebration of love and passion. We hope you
enjoy this snapshot of the many highlights
and discoveries experienced by our audiences,
authors and artists alike across a program of
350 events delivered over ten glorious days.
There are so many people to thank, from our
government funding partners, the trusts and
foundations who believe in us, our generous
private donors who champion the arts and
enable MWF to flourish, to our sponsors
and venue partners who share our vision
of a world where words matter, and who
support our organisation’s work in providing
platforms for writers, ideas and discussion.
We acknowledge the international and
local literary community, and our creative
collaborators who know the importance
of proactively celebrating Melbourne
as a UNESCO City of Literature.
We thank the Raymond Carver Estate for
allowing us to use part of the title of Carver’s
1981 collection of short stories, What We
Talk About When We Talk About Love.
MWF is only a success because of the many
dedicated people who contribute their time,
minds and energy to produce this major
festival. I thank MWF’s board directors, in
particular John Jerome Myers; the MWF core
and seasonal operational team, close to 300
volunteers, and our amazing team of interns.
To our loyal audiences who return each year and
those who joined us for the first time in 2019,
thank you, we really could not do this without you.
I can’t wait to do it all again next year.
Rebecca MacFarling
Chief Executive Officer

Acknowledgement of Country
We respectfully acknowledge that Melbourne Writers
Festival takes place on the traditional lands of the Kulin
Nation, in particular the Wurundjeri and Boonwurrung
people. We pay our respects to Elders past and present,
and to Elders of all communities and cultures in this
International Year of Indigenous Languages.
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2019 PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS
The way love inspires us to make better art, the way it
connects us to place, how it brings us to our knees and
gently raises us back up – is the inspiration behind this year’s
Melbourne Writers Festival theme: When We Talk About Love.

In 2019 MWF offered numerous opportunities
to immerse oneself in a brilliant selection of
writers – authors, playwrights, journalists,
poets, songwriters, and performers.
International icons included the delightful
Patrick deWitt, author of French Exit and Man
Booker-shortlisted The Sisters Brothers, who
discussed the art of self-immolation; beloved
crime writer Val McDermid who considered
her passion for the genre; historian Deborah
Lipstadt and activist DeRay Mckesson who
separately inspired audiences to think again;
the 2019 Women’s Prize for Fiction winner
Tayari Jones discussed the courage it takes
to move forward; and musician Ben Folds
played the songs that inspired him to write
his memoir, A Dream About Lightning Bugs.
We saw local heroes – novelist Richard Flanagan
musing on writing as the sum of unspent love,
while Jane Caro and Denise Scott paid tribute
to feminist trailblazers, Tony Birch and Bruce
Pascoe lit audience passion for the planet with
Sophie Cunningham and Greenpeace’s David
Ritter, and former Prime Minister of New Zealand
Helen Clark discussed women in power.
Artists wrote and read more than 70 brand
new works especially for the Festival – from love
letters (to themselves, a book, the future), to
ruminations on motherhood, family, home and
the body. Our Opening Night gala saw sisters
Kitty and Penny Flanagan talk about their ‘first
hello’, while our Closing Night guests reflected on
a ‘last goodbye’ with New York Times bestselling
author Sloane Crosley and Commonwealth short
story prize-winner Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi.

‘The Museum of Broken
Relationships was
inspiring, amazing and
the stories were so
diverse and unique’.
Audience Survey

‘Hearing from such
a diverse range of
identities, I felt like
I got to see into the
lives and feelings of
people very different
from myself’.
Audience Survey

This year, we welcomed back Helen Marcou’s
incredible Duets series (featuring Tina Arena
and Deborah Cheetham), and audiences
heard panels interrogating sex and ageing
with Alex Miller, Andrea Goldsmith, Dennis
Altman and Patricia Cornelius. Sessions
included erotic scandals in Australian politics
(with Niki Savva, Erik Jensen, Sushi Das and
Fiona Patten) to the heartbreak and resolve
of two exiled women from Afghanistan and
Iran who survived detention on Nauru.
At the beating heart of MWF19 was an utterly
unique experience, which we are thrilled to
have brought to Australia for the very first time.
Croatia’s world-famous Museum of Broken
Relationships – a collection of anonymously
donated objects of heartbreak and love lost
– was exhibited within the Festival precinct
throughout the month of September, after
the museum’s originators, Olinka Vištica
and Dražen Grubišić, carefully curated a
Melbourne-specific show for MWF with local
items donated to the permanent collection.
Blak & Bright First Nations Literary Festival
joined MWF19 in presenting five sessions
across our second weekend as part of a
capacity building collaboration for both
organisations, which was very well received
with booked out sessions across the program.
Audiences loved the genre series within
MWF19 with great feedback rolling in for
A Day of Romance, Graphic Art Day,
YA Day and Queermotions, while a full day
of programming for Family Day kept our
youngest readers and writers entertained.

OUR
LITERARY
PRECINCT

‘The calibre of authors
and speakers was fantastic.
I laughed, I cried, I was inspired.
It was just fantastic and a
really engaging theme’.
Audience Survey

This year we were delighted to host
Festival sessions at multiple venues within
walking distance of Melbourne’s iconic
State Library Victoria (SLV). Although
renovations at SLV continue into 2020,
MWF utilised the exquisitely renovated
Isabella Fraser Room, Village Roadshow
Theatrette, the North Rotunda, and
the Redmond Barry Reading Room.
Just a short distance from the precinct
we were thrilled to occupy the newly
re-opened The Capitol; the Athenaeum
Theatre; Melbourne Museum and the
Immigration Museum, as well as favourite
Melbourne nightspot The Toff in Town.
There were also MWF19 sessions inside
Arts Centre Melbourne, National Gallery
Victoria, Gasworks Theatre, Footscray
Community Arts Centre, Public Records
Office Victoria, University of Melbourne,
Treasury Theatre, KSR Art Bar, No Vacancy
Gallery and free sessions in sixteen
local library venues across Victoria.
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OUR AUDIENCE

‘The honesty of the
writers was raw
and appreciated’.
Audience Survey

Attendance

Satisfaction

Identity

45,000

80%

83%

attendances (including
9,600 Schools’ attendances)

satisfied with their MWF
experience

Female

7%

38%

92%

first time attendees

would attend MWF again

Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse

62%

89%

3%

repeat attendees

would recommend MWF
to friends and family

Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander

25%

Engagement

attended five
or more sessions

89%

56%

were moved and inspired

attended 3–5 sessions

368
sessions (including
72 Schools’ sessions)

92%
gained new knowledge,
insights and ideas

81%
felt connected to other
people including audience,
writers or artists

84%
learned something about
people different to them and
their usual network

14%
LGBTIQ+

Age

< 18

16%

18–29

11%

30–39

18%

40–49

14%

50–59

15%

60–69
70+

17%
8%

1% prefer not to say
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OUR ARTISTS
Participation

Identity

Satisfaction

444

21%

72%

Artists participated
in MWF19

Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse

were satisfied with their
MWF19 experience

9%

9%

75%

International

Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander

attended sessions outside
of their own (60% attended
more than two other sessions)

15%
National

76%
Local

24%
Person of Colour

7%
Person with disability

27%
LGBTIQ+

97%
would recommend MWF
to other writers and artists

‘It’s the most
prestigious literary
event in Australia
in my opinion’.
Artist Survey

‘The whole process
was incredibly well
managed, staff were
friendly, helpful and
assured. As a firsttime festival artist,
that was exactly
what I needed’.
Artist Survey
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MOST
POPULAR
Top 10 Bestselling Books
1. A Dream About Lightning Bugs by Ben Folds
2. On the Other Side of Freedom by DeRay Mckesson
3. Women, Equality, Power by Helen Clark
4. Antisemitism: Here and Now
by Deborah Lipstadt
5. White Tears/Brown Scars by Ruby Hamad
6. Dark Emu by Bruce Pascoe
7. 	Sand Talk: How Indigenous Thinking Can Save
the World by Tyson Yunkaporta
8. The White Girl by Tony Birch
9. The Museum of Broken Relationships by
Olinka Vištica and Dražen Grubišić
10. Monuments by Will Kostakis

Top 10 Sessions*
1. Ben Folds: About Lightning Bugs
2. Helen Clark: Women, Equality, Power
3. The Fifth Estate: Antisemitism
4. Richard Flanagan: You Win Some, You Lose Some
5. Don Walker: Songs
6. DeRay Mckesson: On the Other Side of Freedom
7. For the Love of Crime
8. F all of the Prince
9. B
 en Quilty: Reckoning
10. Tayari Jones: An American Marriage

*

by attendance numbers
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OUR REACH
MWF’s high-impact
marketing campaign
included print,
digital, broadcast,
ambient and
outdoor advertising.
We leveraged
partnerships with
national, statebased and local
media to ensure our
marketing campaign
had the greatest
possible reach.

15,000

30.2K

290K

26K

26.5K

12K

Printed program guides

Website visitors

eNews subscribers

Twitter followers

Facebook followers

Instagram followers

1,626

Media articles and
interviews
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OUR SCHOOLS’
PROGRAM
Pirate adventures, mysteries
and drawing lessons from
award-winning illustrators —
Years 4 to 6 children enjoyed
authors speaking about
what it takes to write moving
stories, and the importance of
courage in challenging times.
Years 7 and 8 had endless
curiosities satiated by
intergalactic adventure,
love poems, video games
and Kulin history.
Students in Years 9 and
10 enjoyed sessions about
introspection, queer stories,
un-fairytales, and a mixture
of topics covering both reality
and fantasy in writing.
Marvel superheroes, fake
news, speculative fiction and
stories from Australia’s African
diaspora — older students in
Years 11 and 12 took up the
rallying cry to make the world
a better place through writing.

Schools’ Attendance

Schools’ Satisfaction

9,600

94%

attendees

overall festival experience
for students

72
events across four days

29%
first visit to MWF

71%
had attended previously

53%
attended 3-5 sessions

‘I enjoyed MWF immensely as a student.
It was always a fantastic day, and all of the writers
and events were outstanding. As a young writer,
the festival fuelled my passion for creativity,
and helped motivate me to continue writing’.
Teacher – Schools’ Survey

100%
calibre of writers / guests

88%
topics interesting to students

94%
would consider attending MWF
Schools’ Program next year

School Type

55%
Government

26%
Catholic

Did you know?
11% of teachers that responded to the Schools’ survey
had previously attended MWF as a school student.

18%
Independent
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ACCESS
First Nations

African Diaspora

International Students

Facilitating First Nations storytelling and
engagement is a key strategic priority for MWF.
In 2019 MWF partnered with Blak & Bright
First Nations Literary Festival, including copresenting five events in the MWF19 program.
This included a special collaboration with
Melbourne Museum to create Nocturnal: Blak
& Bright x MWF. MWF offered complimentary
Nocturnal tickets to a range of First Nations
community groups across Melbourne. MWF also
supported Quandong and Magpie, a fundraising
event for the Indigenous Literary Foundation
at Charcoal Lane as part of Blak & Bright.

Afro Hub is a social enterprise supporting African
communities within the Melbourne region.
Through our Community Partnerships Program,
supported by the Helen Macpherson Smith
Trust, MWF has an ongoing partnership with
Afro Hub as lead organiser in curating a series
of events celebrating African diaspora writing
and storytelling in all its diversity, and providing
targeted professional development opportunities
to artists. As part of the MWF19 program a full
day of free Afro Hub sessions were presented
in the Wheeler Centre Performance Space.

Nine percent of the artists that appeared at
MWF19 identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander. This included award-winning
writers and artists including Bruce Pascoe, Tony
Birch, Melissa Lucashenko, Claire G Colman,
Deborah Cheetham, Archie Roach and Kutcha
Edwards. MWF19 also featured a range of
young and emerging First Nations talent
including Bridget Caldwell, Allara and Birdz.

West Writers Group

MWF partnered again with Study Melbourne
to create a storytelling competition for
international students living and studying
in Victoria. Under the theme ‘Love &
Melbourne’ international students were
invited to write, film, photograph or draw
something that represented their love of
Melbourne and submit their entries for
judging. The entries were shortlisted and
published online where MWF audiences could
vote for their favourite to win the People’s
Choice Award. Winners were announced on
stage at a free public event in the Wheeler
Centre Performance Space during MWF19.

Disability Cultures
Every venue utilised as part of MWF19 was
accessible, with access information for
visitors clearly displayed on our website. MWF
provides a range of access services for our
audiences including Audio Induction Loops
and assisted listening technologies, Auslan
interpretation, Companion Card ticketing
and reserved low vision seating. The MWF19
program was available in a range of accessible
formats including plain text, large text and
as an audio guide, produced through our
partnership with Vision Australia Radio.
All Festival volunteers underwent access
training conducted by Arts Access
Victoria and Vision Australia Radio.
The MWF19 program encompassed sessions
by a range of writers and artists with a lived
experience of disability. Seven percent of MWF19
artists identified as a person with a disability.

Through our Community Partnerships
Program, MWF also partnered with Footscray
Community Arts Centre (FCAC) to celebrate
writers from Melbourne’s western suburbs,
presenting seven West Writers Group events
across opening weekend. There were sessions,
workshops and activities from emerging
filmmakers, local writers talking about
their craft and poetry and rap sessions.

Following a successful pilot in 2018 MWF ran a
dedicated international student volunteering
program in 2019. This fully supported program
gave international students an opportunity
to develop skills and build personal and
professional networks while engaging with a
major cultural event. A total of 61 international
students participated in the program.

LGBTIQ+ Communities
This year MWF produced a dedicated queer
stream within the Festival program for the
first time, Queermotions, asked LGBTIQ+
writers and artists to interrogate six emotional
states – anger, fear, disgust, happiness,
sadness and surprise, through a queer lens.
MWF19 also featured a range of high profile
LGBTIQ+ writers including former Greens leader
Bob Brown and his partner Paul Thomas,
Scottish crime genre giant Val McDermid,
leading US Black Lives Matter activist DeRay
Mckesson, German author Sasha Marianna
Salzmann and host of Slate’s Dear Prudence
podcast Daniel Mallory Ortberg. In total 27%
of MWF19 artists and 14% of our audience
identified as LGBTIQ+, reflecting our strong
engagement with LGBTIQ+ communities.
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OUR
PEOPLE
MWF Board
John Jerome Myers (Chair)
Jayne Dullard (Deputy Chair)
Fahim Ahad (Treasurer)
Phillip Benedetti
Jill Campbell (Secretary)
Astrid Edwards
Karen Monaghan
Jamila Rizvi
Robert Sessions AM

MWF Staff
CEO Rebecca MacFarling
Artistic Director Marieke Hardy
Head of Marketing and Development Tania Owen
Program Manager Gene Smith
Development Manager Iain Finlayson
Marketing Campaign Manager Alexia Jordan
Production Manager Emily O’Brien
Ticketing & Sales Manager Mitch Todd
Creative Producer Edwina FitzPatrick
Venues and Front of House Coordinator
Jesse Hilford
Festival Administrator Jessica Harvie
Program Coordinator Elise Barton
Digital Campaign Coordinator Holly Reid
Bookkeeper Joey Chen
Publicity CPR Communications & Public Relations
Interns Michelle Buckley, Hannah Disher,
Katerina Hanzl, Jessica Strong

MWF Volunteers
We thank our 238 MWF Volunteers who
completed 3,681 hours across MWF19.
We couldn’t have done it without you.

19
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OUR SUPPORTERS
Thank you to our MWF Donors
Literary Epic $20,000+

Festival Supporters

John Jerome Myers, Maria & Allan J Myers
QC AC, Hart Line Fund (a sub-fund of the
Australian Communities Foundation)

Afro Hub, Ancestry.com.au, Australian Poetry,
APRA AMCOS, Blak & Bright, Cinema Nova,
City of Greater Dandenong, Embassy of Mexico
in Australia, Evan Evans, Footscray Community
Arts Centre, Human Rights Watch, Mexican
Agency for International Cooperation for
Development (AMEXCID), The Moat, Monash
University Publishing, Melbourne Jewish Book
Week, PEN Melbourne, Public Record Office
Victoria, The Melbourne Gin Company, the
Wheeler Centre, WrICE, Writers Victoria.

Novel $10,000+
Paul Andrews, Barlow Foundation,
David Parncutt, Maureen & Tony Wheeler,
Anonymous (1)

Novella $5,000+
BB & A Miller Fund (a sub-fund of the
Australian Communities Foundation),
Finkel Foundation, Rosemary Geer,
Leg Up Foundation, Leonie Kelleher,
Dr George & Rosa Morstyn

Melbourne Writers Festival has been
assisted by the Australian Government
through the Australia Council for the
Arts, its funding and advisory body.

Short Story $1,000 – $4,999
Fahim Ahad, Phillip Benedetti, Sally
Browne Fund (a sub-fund of the Australian
Communities Foundation), Ann & Michael
Cohn, Dominic Dirupo, Jayne Dullard, Astrid
Edwards, Irene Kearsey, Rebecca MacFarling
& Paul Warnes, Bernard Marin, McLeod Family
Foundation, The Myer Foundation, Cecilia
J Myers, Jamila Rizvi, Mark Rubbo OAM,
Shelmerdine Family, Ricci Swart, Michael
Webster, Harrison Young, Anonymous (1)

Haiku $500 – $999
Mary & John Barlow, Gerry Georgatos,
Robert Sessions AM, Jane Smith,
Linda White, Janet Whiting, Anonymous (1)

Storymakers Circle
During MWF19 we launched the Storymakers
Circle, a community of giving for those
who recognise the social impact and power
of storytelling. The Storymakers Circle
provides an opportunity to meet likeminded
readers, lovers of stories, and leading
figures from the literary community.
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OUR PARTNERS
We thank our partners for their generous support.

Major Partners
Official Bookseller

Education Partners

Cultural Partners

Media Partners

Festival Partners

mwf.com.au

